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1. Introduction

South Africa is both famous and notorious for many aspects, including the dismal history of Apartheid, which saw institutionalized human rights abuses. The less known aspect is related to water quality and human health, specifically as it pertains to a water-constrained country with a mining-based economy. This chapter presents five policy paradigms as they pertain to the evolution of water policy in the South African mining sector, each of which emerged as a result of a specific shock event. The evolutionary process is about three distinct policy monopolies and the orbit of policy brokers, policy entrepreneurs and policy opponents, like electrons around a nucleus of an atom, connected yet separate. Of necessity this chapter will focus on the Fifth Policy Paradigm, giving only a brief overview of the earlier phases of policy evolution to help contextualize the analysis. The Fifth Policy Paradigm yields the type of data we are interested in within the context of this book – the role of individuals and strategy in transition management. The Third Policy Monopoly currently in existence has created policy tension, which is unresolved at the time of writing. This yields interesting data about strategies of transition management, their limitations and their potential for success, in a high stakes game revolving around naked human greed and the pursuit of profits, versus an emerging human rights culture.
2. The Relevance of Water Policy in South Africa

South Africa is a water-constrained country (Conley, 1996; Basson et al., 1997). The earliest writers on the subject described the aridity of the country, which has always been one of the key limitations of economic growth and development, and hence political stability (Turton, 2007). The National Water Resource Strategy, the official government blueprint on water resource availability, indicated that in 2004, around 98% of the total national water resource had been allocated at a high assurance of supply level (NWRS, 2004), with many water management areas being over-allocated and thus ‘closed’ (Turton and Ashton, 2008). South Africa has thus reached the hydrological limit of economic development using current technologies, which was predicted during the Commission of Enquiry into Water Matters in 1966 (RSA, 1970; Turton et al., 2004). Future economic growth will be determined by how water policy is changed, and how technical capacity is built during the current transition, to reflect this reality.

South Africa has a mining-based economy. Given the geology of the country, gold deposits are often associated with other heavy metals including uranium (Werdmüller, 1986). To date there are 8000 derelict and ownerless mines on record, all of which are unrehabilitated and are costing the tax payer ZAR 100 billion (1 Euro = 10 ZAR) (Brown, 2007). There is no clear policy on mine closure in South Africa that meets both the human rights standards set in the Bill of Rights of the National Constitution (1996) and the Polluter Pays Principle enshrined in the National Water Act (1998). There is an unresolved question as to whether mine closure is about mining, water resource management, human health, economic development, legal liability or simply ecological rehabilitation.
South Africa has a history of human rights abuse, of which there have been a number of specific phases. This includes the Great Cattle Killing of 1856-1857 (Meer, 1900; Welsh, 2000; Peires, 2003); the ethnic cleansing of the *Mfecane* from 1816 to 1828 (Van Jaarsveld, 1975; Thompson and Lamar, 1981; Edgecombe, 1986; Welsh, 2000; Turton et al., 2004); the Second Anglo-Boer War from 1898 to 1902 that saw the first use of concentration camps (Fawcett, 1901; Hobhouse, 1901; Krebs, 1992; Pakenham, 1992; Farwell, 1999; Hasian, 2003; Mills and Williams, 2006; Turton et al., 2006); and the dismal policy of Apartheid (Meer, 1990; Du Toit, 1994; Lodge, 1994; Odendaal, 1994; Ross, 1999). This has left a legacy of winners and losers, which is highly relevant to any contemporary policy debate, as the Policy Paradigm of Redistribution takes root. The recent xenophobic violence is simply a new manifestation of this unresolved policy debate (Johnston and Bernstein, 2007; Dixon, 2008; Sibanda, 2008; Walker, 2008).

3. Five Phases of the Policy Paradigm of Extraction

The essential problem is that the existing mining policy reflects a historic legacy in which powerful financial interests coincided with the interests of a racially-defined political elite, which saw government becoming a collaborator rather than a regulator of the mining industry. This manifests as the Policy Paradigm of Extraction with five distinct phases to it (named for analytical purposes as Policy Paradigm’s I – V). The relevance of this becomes apparent when one notes that water policy *per se* has been highly responsive to changing political demands, embracing human rights concepts that
are considered to be progressive (De Coning and Sherwill, 2004). This is totally at odds with the mining policy, which still reflects the historic power structures that underpinned it for so long, currently manifesting as a poorly-defined hybrid of the former Policy Paradigm of Extraction. This needs to be understood in the context of growing disillusionment at the way that some political elites have allowed their gate-keeping positions to delegitimize the democratic political process by introducing corruption to the highest echelons of government (Feinstein, 2007; Johnston and Bernstein, 2007; Muller, 2007), underscored by a growing public awareness of future ecological disasters (Eybers, 2007; Avni, 2007a; 2007b; 2007c; Gosling, 2007; Groenewald, 2007; NNR, 2007; Secretary to Parliament, 2007; Tempelhoff, 2007b; 2007c) and human health problems (CSIR, 2008; Turton, 2008).

In order to analyze these complexities in a systematic way, we need to understand the process by which the five phases of the Policy Paradigm of Extraction evolved.

3.1 Policy Paradigm I: British Hegemony and Gold (1910 – 1948)

South Africa was born as a country out of the ashes of the Second Anglo-Boer War fought over gold (Turton et al., 2006). Water policy at this time was driven by the need to establish a high assurance of supply for the mines, and therefore initially saw the British military engineers performing the task until the Rand Water Board (RWB) was established in 1903 (Tempelhoff, 2003). The Act of Union in 1910 established a self-governing British colony composed of four smaller units, two of which were former British colonies (Cape and Natal) and two of which were vanquished Boer republics (Transvaal and Orange Free State) in which gold was found (Geldenhuys, 1984). The
rationale for the Union was resource capture, which thus became a driver in the Policy Paradigm of Extraction still relevant today. A key element of this phase was a period known as the ‘Midas Touch’ or ‘Long Economic Boom’ lasting from 1934 to the mid 1970’s (Geldenhuys, 1990; Ross, 1999) (see Figure 2). Policy Paradigm I was driven by the British with the sole objective of extracting mineral wealth from South Africa, giving rise to the Policy Paradigm of Extraction, which took place in the total absence of any human rights culture.


Transition to this phase occurred when a group of Boer elites, many of whom had been interned during the Second World War for their pro-Nazi sentiments, seized the moment and won the 1948 general election (Liebenberg, 1987; Turton et al., 2004; Mills and Williams, 2006; Turton, 2006) (‘A’ in Figure 2). A characteristic of Policy Paradigm II was a split between economic power (in British hands) and political power (in Afrikaner hands), but with an invisible undercurrent of growing Black resistance (Liebenberg, 1994). The end of this phase occurred during a period of policy instability, started by a speech made by Harold Macmillan, the former British Prime Minister, in February 1960, in which he referred to the ‘Winds of Change’ that would sweep across Africa (Turton et al., 2004; Turton, 2006). A series of protest marches took place and one became a major crisis known as the Sharpeville Massacre (Spitz and Chaskalson, 2000) triggering a loss in investor confidence (‘B’ in Figure 2). Government response to this was brutal, giving rise to the Armed Struggle as passive resistance to Apartheid gave way to a new armed militancy, driven by the founding of the Pan Africanist Congress (PAC) in 1959 (Liebenberg, 1994; Lodge, 1994) and the formation of Mkonto we Sizwe
(Spear of the Nation) (MK), the armed wing of the African National Congress (ANC) a short while later (Williams, 1994). South Africa started to become a pariah state as a result of these events, making state survival a significant driver of policy.


The policy instability that gave rise to this transition resulted in the banning of the various liberation movements, which went into exile. On the economic side, the policy was one of rapid growth, driven by gold, but also aimed at diversifying the economy and restoring investor confidence. The Jordaan Commission of Enquiry (Jordaan et al., 1960) recognized that the only way to mine the deep ore bodies of the Far West Rand was to dewater the dolomites above the reef. A Commission of Enquiry into Water Matters was launched in 1966, during a period coinciding with the end of the era of the ‘Midas Touch’ or ‘Long Economic Boom’ (Geldenhuys, 1990; Ross, 1999) (see Figure 2), with the objective of doing a strategic-level study into the national water need for rapid economic development (Turton et al., 2004).

[Insert Figure 2 Here]

In 1963 agreement was reached between the Government and the Chamber of Mines on dewatering of the dolomites of the Far West Rand (van Eeden, 2007). Two institutions were formed to deal with issues pertinent to this dewatering. The first was the State Coordinating Technical Committee on Sinkholes and Subsidence (SCTC), tasked to deal with the loss of life and property from sinkhole formation and land instability arising from the dewatering process (Kleyweght and Pike, 1982; Adler et al., 2007b). The
second was the Far West Rand Dolomitic Water Association (FWRDWA), tasked to deal with compensation matters arising from dewatering (van Eeden, 1992; Adler et al., 2007a), consistent with some of the recommendations of the Jordaan Commission.

During the early portion of Policy Paradigm III, the Armed Struggle was starting to take effect, with attacks by the African Resistance Movement (ARM) (Du Toit, 1994), by MK using explosives set at key points (Williams, 1994) and by the *Pogo* wing of the PAC using machetes and axes to kill and maim White people who had been labeled ‘settlers’ (Lodge, 1994) similar to the Mau-Mau uprising in Kenya. Despite these sporadic attacks, the relative political stability arising from state repression, kept the armed struggle outside the borders of the country.

Three events heralded in a period of instability at the end of Policy Paradigm III. The military coup in Portugal had the effect of changing the regional balance of power by converting the Wars of Liberation in Angola and Mozambique into power vacuums (Turner, 1998; Turton, 2006). The Yom Kippur War in Israel (October 1973) triggered a global oil crisis (Turton et al., 2004). The Soweto Riots took place on 16 June 1976, leaving around 575 people dead in an act of violence reminiscent of the Sharpeville Massacre a decade and a half earlier (Spitz and Chaskalson, 2000; Welsh, 2000). These three events magnified each other, ending the era of the ‘Long Economic Boom’ (Geldenhuys, 1990; Ross, 1999) (see Figure 2).

Policy Paradigm III was characterized by the extraction of mineral wealth, using water as a strategic resource, in order to grow the economy rapidly for purposes of political survival. This saw the resource capture of minerals coincide with resource capture of water, becoming a key element of the South African Hydraulic Mission with a merging of the interests of the mining houses with the interests of the Apartheid state.
Oversight was weak with the two parties (industry and the state) becoming collaborators, with environmental degradation being ignored and the costs of mining being externalized onto an uninformed public (Adler et al., 2007a; 2007b). Under these circumstances there was no space for individual policy entrepreneurs.


The policy instability phase triggering the emergence of Policy Paradigm IV was the internalization of the armed struggle, taking place on 16 June 1976 during the Soweto Riots (‘C’ in Figure 2). This started to push inflation into a realm where it became a driver of instability in its own right (see Figure 2) (Turton et al., 2004), transforming the external armed struggle into an internal struggle. Increasing levels of violence engulfed the entire country as the insurgency grew (Geldenhuys, 1984; Barber and Barratt, 1990; Nortje, 2003) (see Figure 3).

Water and mining policy must be understood against this strategic background. In March 1980 Prime Minister P.W. Botha made a speech announcing what he called a ‘total national strategy’, needed to protect South Africa from the ‘total onslaught’ being waged by local surrogates of the Soviet Union (Geldenhuys, 1984). The Total National Strategy saw the mobilization of South Africa’s entire financial, natural and human resources on a war footing in an endeavor to thwart this perceived Total Onslaught (Frankel, 1984). Policy Paradigm IV was about state survival during the Total Onslaught period, so the Policy Monopoly that achieved this objective was to effectively protect the goose that laid the golden eggs. This translated into minimal oversight of the mining industry. A recent study of minutes from meetings of the FWRDWA and the SCTC has concluded that this lack of oversight allowed the mining
companies to maximize their profits by: (a) building in complex mechanisms that avoided liabilities; (b) countering any attempts by the state to regulate the industry; and (c) by externalizing costs wherever possible (Adler et al., 2007b). A lasting consequence of this has been the systematic externalization of costs onto an unwilling society (Adler et al., 2007a) that is relevant to the current situation and still left unresolved at the time of writing.

Policy Paradigm IV was therefore about state survival in which the gold mining industry was protected, because revenue streams were needed to finance the war against the armed struggle at a time of soaring inflation driven by a variety of factors. A coalition of two main parties arose, each connected by their common interest – an increasingly embattled and illegitimate state concerned only with its own survival, and an industry concerned only with profit maximization – emerging as Policy Monopoly II with the one core objective of protecting the goose that laid the golden eggs. As with Policy Paradigm III there was no space for individual policy entrepreneurs to act as change agents.

3.5 Policy Paradigm V: Redistribution of Wealth and Privilege (1994 – Present)

The key shock events that opened the policy window were both internal and external (‘D’ in Figure 2). Internally, the recognition that a military solution was simply not possible was being driven by a small but elite group of political insiders under the leadership of Dr. Neil Barnard of the National Intelligence Service (NIS) (Turton, 2006). Externally, the Battle of Cuito Cuanavale was the final hot confrontation of the Cold War in Africa, when Russian armored forces redeployed from Afghanistan into Angola, joined with Cuban reinforcements to the Angolan Armed Forces (FAPLA),
resulting in an epic battle that only the veterans seem to remember today (Turner, 1998; Nortje, 2003; Mills and Williams, 2006; Turton, 2006). The tactical defeat of FAPLA allowed the emergence of a climate of negotiations, with the Convention for a Democratic South Africa (CODESA) convening for the first time on 20 December 1991 to start the work of drafting an interim constitution. This was adopted after much bloodshed in the country (Spitz and Chaskalson, 2000), with South Africa teetering on the very abyss of full-scale civil war when on 11 March 1994, heavy fighting broke out in Mmabatho as armed forces under the broad banner of the Concerned South Africa Group (COSAG) attracted the intervention of the South African Defence Force (SADF) (Turton, 2006). This was the last military engagement of significance as South Africa started the transition from war to peace (see Figure 3).

These shock events were extreme, but they were mitigated by far-reaching constitutional reform. Central to this was the scrapping of all Apartheid-related legislation. However, as an unintended consequence, all of the administrative and legal precedent needed for subsequent service delivery was lost (becoming a driver of the current unrest (Johnston and Bernstein, 2007; Dixon, 2008; Sibanda, 2008; Walker, 2008)). A major thrust of this reform was the nationalization of strategic resources that had been the subject of resource capture over the past century.

A few key pieces of legislation emerged. The Constitution (1996) enshrines the right of an individual to an environment that is not harmful to their health or wellbeing (Paragraph 24a of Chapter 2: Bill of Rights). Sustainable development is legislated in
Paragraph 24b of Chapter 2 of the Bill of Rights, by stating that the environment must be protected for the benefit of present and future generations through reasonable legislative and other measures that (a) prevent pollution and ecological degradation, (b) promote conservation and (c) secure ecologically sustainable development and use of natural resources while promoting justifiable economic and social development. The public is granted the right of access to information in Paragraph 32 of Chapter 2 of the Bill of Rights.

Of great importance is Chapter 3 of the Constitution mandating co-operation between all government departments. This has major ramifications for the management of mine water and other environmental and health implications rising from the mining sector, given the privileged status of that industry under the Policy Paradigm of Extraction and manifest in Policy Monopoly I (simple extraction) and Policy Monopoly II (protecting the goose that laid the golden eggs). It is this constitutional element that creates the legal foundation for Policy Monopoly III, which is all about a changed architecture of governance, with a clear separation between government as regulator and industry as the object of regulation.

Reforming the Department of Water Affairs and Forestry (DWAF), the National Water Act (1998) nationalized water resources under private control (DWAF, 1996; 1997; de Coning and Sherwill, 2004). This places heavy emphasis on historic redress by using water as a vehicle for other reforms in society. Implicit in this is the land ownership issue arising from the inequity of the 1913 Native Land Act. Given that water gives land its value, by controlling water rights, it is believed that signals can be sent out precipitating a managed land reform process as well, avoiding the Zimbabwe-
styled economic meltdown that arose after land was nationalized and banks lost their collateral. Embedded in this legislation is the Polluter Pays Principle.

Reform on the mining side has been less dramatic. The Mineral and Petroleum Resources Development Act (Act 28) (2002) defines a residue stockpile, but as with the earlier Apartheid-era legislation, does not define mining waste, thereby exempting this from waste management practices deemed to be ‘normal’ for other industries. Mineral residue (i.e. ‘waste’) is considered to be a potential future source of minerals and therefore not waste (Godfrey et al., 2007). This gives the industry enormous protection, so the legacy of past inequity has not been addressed, despite calls for this from the Department of Environmental Affairs and Tourism (DEAT) (Oelofse, 2008). The Mine Health and Safety Act (Act 29) (1996) regulates the human environment underground, but exempts mineral residue from being defined as waste. This also reflects the Apartheid past, because the Hazardous Substances Act (Act 15) (1998) defines Group IV hazardous substances as being radioactive material outside a nuclear installation as defined by the Nuclear Energy Act (Act 46) (1999), leaving an undefined grey area around radioactivity produced from mining activities (Godfrey et al., 2007). The National Environmental Management Act (Act 107) (1998) requires remediation of environmental damage, while supporting the re-use of mineral waste, nullifying its classification as being waste. The National Environmental Management: Air Quality Act (Act 39) (2004) determines the management regime for dust and air pollution arising from mining. The National Nuclear Regulator (NNR) and the Nuclear Energy Act (Act 46) (1999) both recognize that mineral waste from gold and uranium mines might be radioactive (Godfrey et al., 2007).
Regarding economic reform, the main thrust is for economic growth to address historic inequity by means of redistribution. This process has evolved along three distinct lines. The first in the immediate post-Apartheid-era is the Reconstruction and Development Programme (RDP), which focuses on the initial needs for reconstruction in a society torn apart by more than a century of endemic violence (RDP, 1994). The second is the Growth, Employment and Redistribution (GEAR) program, which focuses on the need for rapid economic growth to make up the backlog of economic stagnation, caused by the violence of the internal struggle phase that heralded in Policy Paradigm IV, and the economic sanctions flowing from that time. The third is the Accelerated and Shared Growth Initiative for South Africa (ASGISA), based on first-order principles (human dignity, social equity, justice, fairness, democratic governance), substantive principles (sustainable use of resources, protection of ecosystem integrity, balance between development and protection), and process principles (integration, innovation, consultation, participation, phased implementation) (ASGISA, 2006).

4. Actors and Strategies of Transition Management

The nett result of the legal and political reforms is that the strategic landscape in which mining is embedded has changed, but is still complex. For the first time in South African history, there is space for individual policy entrepreneurs to act as change agents. Using the five strategies of transition management postulated in this book as a conceptual lens, the South African case study offers some useful insights.

The opening of the policy ‘space’ in the immediate post-Apartheid period released five identifiable sets of policy entrepreneurs, each with different interests and thus strategies for transition management:
The Liberation Leaders created the legal, moral and logical foundation for the Policy Paradigm of Redistribution to act as a counter-balance to the Policy Paradigm of Extraction (see Figure 1). The most notable here are Nelson Mandela, who created a climate in which reconciliation could be a viable alternative to endemic violence; and Kader Asmal, who became the first democratically elected Minister of Water Affairs. It was under Kader Asmal’s inspired leadership that the legal reform took place in the water sector (De Coning and Sherwill, 2004). It is significant that no policy entrepreneur of similar status and credibility was appointed to lead the mining sector, probably accounting for the disparity in policy reform between these two sectors. The strategy used here was the development of new ideas and embedding them in legislation. Significantly, policy reform in South Africa is driven by legislation, rather than having the final legislation reflect the outcome of an evolutionary process of policy reform, which is typically the case in most mature democracies.

The Mining Industry immediately sought to protect its vested interests when democracy came in 1994. Falling back on the experience gained from thirty years of self-regulation during Policy Paradigms III and IV, they had already prepared themselves by learning how to outmanoeuvre government attempts to regulate them (Adler et al., 2007b). They can be regarded as policy opponents and their strategy is based on destroying any evidence for liability and/or culpability. This has resulted, for example, in attempts to disband the FWRDWA and SCTC, because those two bodies have detailed minutes of past meetings and masses of data that can be used to apportion specific liability. The apparent logic is that if those data disappear, then so too does any evidence that might form the legal foundation of future litigation. One tactic has been for a specific mine, known to be a major polluter, to appoint Mariette Liefferink (see
below) as public participation manager to one of their operations, ostensibly to drive a new corporate social responsibility process, but then to control her by giving her an inadequate budget. Another tactic has been to attack the credibility of scientists challenging the status quo (Coetzee et al., 2006), most notably by dubbing this specific report as the ‘Infamous 1214’.

Civil Society is emerging as a key policy entrepreneur (Van Eeden, 2007), deriving its energy from public opinion, inflamed by decades of abuse by both government and the mining industry, bent on retribution and the desire to hold ‘perpetrators’ accountable for human rights abuses (Avni, 2007a; 2007b; 2007c; Brown, 2007; Gosling, 2007; Groenewald, 2007). This sentiment is captured in one newspaper article, written in response to the government’s proposal that the mines must clean up their own pollution, stating that, ‘to ask the polluter to fix the mess [they had created] was like appointing a convicted paedophile to manage the orphanage’ (Tempelhoff, 2007b). Under the doggedly persistent leadership of Mariette Liefferink (Eybers, 2007), an environmental activist and self-proclaimed whistle-blower, a range of NGO’s are now taking on the issue of acid mine drainage (AMD) (Marshall, 2007b). Probably the most prominent of these NGO’s, at least in a leadership sense, is the Federation for a Sustained Environment (FES), in which Mariette Liefferink plays a coordinating role. The strategy used here is coalition building and the selling of new ideas. Other NGO’s include the Wonderfontein Action Group (WAG), the Potch Petitioners, the Randfontein Environmental Action Group (REAG) and the Public Environmental Arbiters (PEA). Given the radioactivity aspect of gold-driven AMD, there is also a strong anti-nuclear component to this coalition. The main thrust of this coalition building is AMD, initially from the gold mining areas of the Far West Rand, thus being
associated with the thirty years of activity of the FWRDWA and SCTC. Their tactic is to oppose attempts to disband these two institutions and to preserve the data as public documents commensurate with the Constitutional imperative of public access to information. They rely heavily on scientific outputs from the epistemic community (dealt with below), and are avid consumers of this information. Their coalition activities are now spreading to embrace communities affected by coal-driven AMD, which has a slightly different chemistry, but affects a larger geographic extent of the country (Hobbs et al., 2008). The main thrust of civil society is liability, with a case being made for the prosecution of directors of mine companies, and/or senior civil servants, for failing to meet the constitutional mandate of providing an environment that is safe (Marshall, 2007a; Tempelhoff, 2007a). The advocate being used is a heavy hitter, having represented Nelson Mandela on many occasions, so his credibility is similar to that of the Liberation Leaders noted above. They have successfully linked water to politics however (Mmemezi, 2008; Nyathi, 2008; Secretary to Parliament, 2007), tapping into the broader political energy of failing service delivery (Dixon, 2008; Johnston and Bernstein, 2007; Sibanda, 2008). Significantly, civil society as policy entrepreneur shows no signs of recognizing the government’s economic development policies, most notably ASGISA (2006).

*The Epistemic Community* is emerging as a major actor, with two specific national science councils and one university being directly involved. The first is the Council for Geosciences (CGS), which has played a leading role in generating the first high confidence peer reviewed public domain reports indicating that AMD is associated with radionuclide and heavy metal contamination (Coetzee, 1995; Coetzee et al., 2002a; 2002b; 2005; Wade et al., 2002). The most important of these has undoubtedly been the
so-called ‘Report 1214’ (Coetzee et al., 2006), which can be regarded as being a pivotal
document, given the fundamental way that it has changed the policy debate. This
pioneering work has been eagerly taken up by civil society who have actively
popularized it (Avni, 2007a; 2007b; 2007c; Brown, 2007; Carte Blanche, 2007;
Gosling, 2007; Groenewald, 2007) even in the international media (IRIN, 2008). The
second is the Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR), which was slow to
react initially, but once the CGS research had been published, the CSIR became deeply
involved. The CSIR work is focused on two specific areas of perceived scientific
importance. The first is the need to build scientific capacity to conduct the first national
level epidemiological study of people potentially affected by radionuclide and heavy
metal contamination using human deciduous teeth as specimens (the so-called Tooth
Fairy Project) (CSIR, 2008). To date efforts have failed to bring the Medical Research
Council (MRC) on board, ostensibly because of their own lack of capacity. Central to
this is the need to build national capacity around water quality management, specifically
arising from AMD, but also related to human health in a population that has the highest
burden of HIV/AIDS in the world. This is being developed into a proposed National
Water Quality Science, Technology and Policy Program (Turton, 2008). The North
West University has also played a leading role (Winde and van der Walt, 2004; Winde,
2005). The strategy used by the epistemic community has been the development of a
more robust scientific platform on which the new ideas inherent to the Policy Paradigm
of Redistribution can be operationalized, thereby hoping to build on the efforts of the
Liberation Leaders noted above by putting their constitutional ideals into sustainable
practice. Significantly, the CSIR recognizes the governmental economic policy
(ASGISA, 2006), but also recognizes the constitutional imperatives of human rights and
cooperative government (Turton, 2008). Attempts at coalition building by the epistemic community are hampered by the civil society insistence on liability for the mines, their failure to recognize the need for economic development, and their insistence that there have been too many reports generated and not enough ‘action’. There is some convergence between the CSIR and the needs of local government, specifically with respect to the Tooth Fairy Project (Mmemezi, 2008; Smillie, 2008), brokered by the FES (the civil society actor noted above).

*Research Funders* are important policy agents. The Water Research Commission (WRC) is a statutory body, created by the Commission of Enquiry into Water Matters in 1966 (RSA, 1970; Turton et al., 2004) and mandated to fund strategic water research. The WRC opened up public funding to research that had previously been classified and thus out of the public domain. The first known work relevant to this analysis was on human health implications from groundwater (Toens et al., 1999). Other significant projects include ‘Report 1095’ (Wade et al., 2002) that developed a methodology for the assessment of radioactivity in sediment of rivers downstream of gold mining activities. Undoubtedly the most important is ‘Report 1214’ (Coetzee et al., 2006), which can now be considered a pivotal document of the same calibre as the Jordaan Commission of Enquiry (Jordaan et al, 1960) and the Commission of Enquiry into Water Matters in 1966 (RSA, 1970) by virtue of the impact it is likely to have on policy reform. The WRC is currently considering funding the Tooth Fairy Project (CSIR, 2008; Smillie, 2008), which will again be a national first if the funding is allocated. The strategy used by the WRC is merely to support initiatives developed by the epistemic community, so it is not an agenda setter in the policy field. Its role is thus important but benign. When approached the WRC has been willing to support ground
breaking (and hence potentially controversial) research projects, most notably ‘Report 1214’. They are hampered by the non-existence of a coherent national response to AMD, so the CSIR is trying to help with the development of the proposed National Water Quality Science, Technology and Policy Program (Turton, 2008).

4. An Assessment of These Strategies

An assessment of the strategies for transition management used by the various change agents reveals an absence of any evolution beyond the first two phases of developing new ideas and building coalitions. This is significant, because while different actors show different forms of policy entrepreneurship, none have yet managed to reach a point where fundamental policy change has occurred, entrenching the status quo. Having noted this limitation, there are at least four significant areas of either convergence or divergence that can be identified.

Leadership of the caliber of the Liberation Leaders noted above is a limitation. Their contribution was to establish a foundation for the Policy Paradigm of Redistribution and to create Policy Monopoly III, but the absence of inspired leadership on a continual basis has limited the impact that this policy reform could have had. Instead, the ruling party has become mired in corruption scandals (Feinstein, 2007), most notably over the acquisition of a large arms shipment, the repercussions of which are still reverberating around the country, to the point that the second democratically elected President, Thabo Mbeki, was removed from office on 20 September 2008. This has diverted resources and attention from policy reform, creating a crisis of service delivery, including the national energy crisis that brought the economy to a halt in 2008.
Government Restructuring has happened so many times in succession since the transition to democracy in 1994, that some government departments are no longer capable of meeting their mandate for service delivery (see Johnston and Bernstein, 2007; Nyathi, 2008). This restructuring has had a range of unintended consequences, one of which has been the loss of scientific capacity in the CSIR because of an inappropriate funding model (Walwyn and Scholes, 2006). This has eroded the capacity of the CSIR to generate the technical solutions needed to solve the AMD problems facing the country today. There are concerted efforts to change this situation however, with plans being tabled to create enough synergy to rebuild the lost capacity (Turton, 2008). Significantly, the mooted National Water Quality Science, Technology and Policy Program has a significant policy support dimension to it, so if it is approved by government, then new energy can be injected into the policy reform process.

The Epistemic Community has demonstrated its willingness to take a leadership role in policy reform by generating high quality science (capacity constraints notwithstanding) that is mostly uncontested and thus useful as a foundation for transition. In this regard the contribution of the CGS has been significant by producing ‘Report 1095’ and ‘Report 1214’. The CSIR, arriving belatedly in the policy arena, has tried to do this in a coherent and responsible manner (Godfrey et al., 2007; Adler et al., 2007a; 2007b; Hattingh et al., 2007; Hobbs and Cobbing, 2007; Smillie, 2007; CSIR, 2008; Hobbs et al., 2008; Mmemezi, 2008; Oelofse, 2008; Turton, 2008). Mixed signals are being sent out by other change agents however, most notably from civil society, who are calling for ‘action’ and a cessation of what they perceive to be an endless stream of reports and ‘worthless’ research. What the civil society actors fail to recognize is that many of the previous reports have been generated by consultants paid to protect
the status quo. What is lacking is credible, high impact science that shifts the factual basis on which policy reform should be based. So while it is true that there has been a plethora of reports about the Wonderfontein Spruit, for example, few of these have been structured in a way that moves the policy debate forward, with the only exception of ‘Report 1095’, ‘Report 1214’ and possibly the ‘externalization of costs model’ that shows how mines have maximized profits by shifting their costs for environmental rehabilitation onto society (Adler et al., 2007a). This mixed signal is hampering the attempts by the CSIR to get the Tooth Fairy Project funded (CSIR, 2008), because some potential funders are saying that civil society does not want more research.

*The Right of Access to Information* poses a specific dilemma. The epistemic community has many reports, papers, dissertations and other scientific literature in their archives that are restricted (classified) by virtue of previous funding agreements. Some of these indicate that both government and the mining industry were aware of the existence of radioactivity and heavy metals in AMD long before this was public knowledge (Avni, 2007a). This poses a major dilemma that is hampering policy reform, because the knowledge in that literature might be used in litigation against perceived ‘perpetrators of human rights abuses’. This creates a climate of uncertainty for scientists, hesitant at being embroiled in possible litigation, and industry leaders, hesitant to invest money in research for solutions for fear of bringing the past into the present and future. It is unclear at this stage what would happen if a subpoena were to be issued to any member of the epistemic community to provide access to literature known to be in their possession.

5. The Resultant Policy Dynamics
The dynamics of Policy Paradigm V are being driven by two incompatible forces. The Policy Paradigm of Extraction, which has a long history of human rights abuse and even corruption, is being manifest as Black Economic Empowerment (BEE), with a small group of super-rich elites benefiting, but also at growing cost to the recently enfranchised working class, often worse off than before because of a failure in service delivery. This bears an uncanny resemblance to the earlier phases where elites colluded in order to protect their own self-interest. An important manifestation of this is the slow but deliberate movement of the head offices of major mining houses offshore, possibly as a strategic drive to distance themselves from the environmental and human health liabilities that are likely to arise from mine closure. This conclusion is speculative but not implausible. The second major force is focused on human rights and manifesting as the embryonic Policy Paradigm of Redistribution. It is the moral high ground inherent to this paradigm that is being used by the NGO community to attack government on their perceived policy failures. Driven by these two incompatible policy paradigms is Policy Monopoly III, which is incoherent at the time of writing. The incoherence is a manifestation of the incompatibility of the two competing policy paradigms. Is the main focus of the emerging Policy Monopoly III to be economic growth, self-enrichment and corruption of the gate-keeping elite? Or is it to be a genuine redistribution of wealth and privilege in a society so long exploited? The answer to this is far from clear. The growing unrest in Khutsong, along with the recent wave of xenophobic rioting that occurred in response to failed immigration policies and poor service delivery, is acting as a crucible in which these burning questions are being brought into vigorous frictional agitation (Johnston and Bernstein, 2007; Dixon, 2008; Nyathi, 2008; Sibanda, 2008; Turton, 2008; Walker, 2008).
Arising from the tension between these two policy poles are reforms rotating around four main axes:

**The Issue of Liability** arising from human health and environmental damage caused by a century of mining is significant. One response to this is the movement of the centre of gravity of major mining operations offshore. Another response is a set of cosy deals under the banner of BEE that seek to entrench the *status quo* as far as possible, but under a new collusion. Yet another is a lukewarm response to the Tooth Fairy Project, which might well find radioactivity and heavy metal contamination in off-mine communities, triggering liability claims.

**The Classic Transboundary Problem** about whose rules apply when water crosses a jurisdictional boundary is also relevant. This is manifest in the issue of the definition of mine waste in which the Department of Minerals and Energy (DME) is likely to push for a maintenance of the status quo and keep mine waste as a ‘separate’ issue under their sole jurisdiction. This is likely to see the DEAT as the line department responsible for ‘normal’ pollution and specifically wetlands, sidelined in all key areas where mine interests are concerned. The NNR has shown its willingness to act as a broker, bringing these factions together in a way that ensures their compliance with the cooperative governance mandate in the national Constitution. These efforts are being undermined by the political instability arising from the corruption scandal known as the ‘Arms Deal’ (Feinstein, 2007), which has seen high level casualties such as the sacking of President Thabo Mbeki on 20 September 2008, making many fearful officials reluctant to take the lead.

**The Sustainable Development Debate** centers on the question of what it actually means to develop in a sustainable manner? Central to this is balance between resource
use and resource protection, but always with the constitutional imperative of human rights in the background. A key element of this is oversight in a country with no entrenched culture of governance (Hattingh et al., 2007). The CSIR has taken the lead by developing what it calls ‘sustainability science’ (Burns et al., 2006; Burns and Weaver, 2008), which now needs to be operationalized into policy reform (Turton, 2008).

The Role of Science and Technology with the CSIR acting in partnership with stakeholders to develop technical solutions to the problems of AMD is now critical (Hobbs and Cobbing, 2007; Hobbs et al., 2008; Turton, 2008). While the West Rand AMD decant is significant, the next major event is predicted for the East Rand, so what is potentially learned during the former can be applied proactively to the latter. The predicted total decant of AMD in the Gauteng area is around 400 megalitres a day, so the volume is large and the impact significant, if left unmanaged. Driven by the existing West Rand AMD decant, a new company has been formed with the sole objective of developing a new water utilities corporation (Theunissen, 2008). This is designed to centralize the bad quality water, stripping it of its radioactivity and heavy metals and then selling it on to industries that need non-potable process water. The heavy metals harvested are projected to be significant in their value, so this revenue will be used to pay for the treatment after the mines close down. The public is skeptical of this however, because they are tired of being abused by the mining industry, so the rollout of the process will be a major challenge, needing a fusion of technology, finance, public relations and governance to succeed. CSIR technology, arguably more trusted than most, is probably an essential element of success.
6. Conclusion

The South African gold mining and water sectors offer a rich history of policy continuity and change where resource capture has been a dominant force. There is a history of major human rights abuses going back centuries, with three of the dominant social groupings having been literally decimated by the British at some moment in historic time. These three groups – the amaXhosa, amaZulu and Afrikaners – have all tried to rise again, but their communal memory of violence and human rights violation is a constant barrier to the emergence of a just society as claimed by the democratic Constitution in 1996. The failure to adequately deal with this history legacy has prevented the evolution of strategies for transition management beyond the second phase of coalition building. Where the current process of policy reform will take us, nobody really knows. Will the Policy Paradigm of Extraction merely corrupt the next generation of political elites at the expense of the long-oppressed masses as the Khutsong case suggests (Johnston and Bernstein, 2007)? Or will the Policy Paradigm of Redistribution build on the moral high ground and create a society that is just for the first time in the 350 turbulent years of modern South African history? What about national assets that are in state hands but generating private wealth? Will funding constraints hamper the generation of science capable of supporting policy reform in a sustainable way (Walwyn and Scholes, 2006; Turton, 2008)? These are complex issues, so only time will tell, because the jury is still out and the dynamics are too fluid to predict with any confidence.
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of the evolution of mining and water policy showing key transition periods. Refer to Figure 2 for comparison and linkage of the five Policy Paradigms to national economic inflation data.
Figure 2: Inflation trends in South Africa track political instability (Turton et al., 2004:74). During periods when inflation was above average there were periods of acute political conflict (1938 – 1945 and 1975 – 1994). Periods of below average inflation coincided with relative stability. The “Midas Touch” or “Long Economic Boom” period is visible as a below average inflation period from the early 1950’s to 1975. The vertical lines and alphabetical circles coincide with the Shock Events, and the numbered circles above the brackets coincide with the Policy Paradigms illustrated in Figure 1 and listed in the text.
Figure 3. Graph showing the deaths by political violence in South Africa and KwaZulu Natal from 1985 to 1996 during Policy Paradigm IV (Turton, 2006: 232). KwaZulu Natal made a disproportionately large contribution to the national death toll. After the Battle of Mmabatho in 1994 (see text Turton, 2006 for more details) the violence tapered off dramatically as South Africa recoiled from the abyss of full-scale civil war.